WISE LIVING

GRAND HEAT

“CHRISTO”

Multi-Function Glass Front Heater
Open Fire Place Insert
or
Alfresco Centre Piece

Christo

The Christo range of “Grand” heating appliances takes
the wonders of natural wood heating to a new level,
while remaining true to the “wise living” philosophy of
strength and simplicity.

The Magic of an Open Fire

Christo Free Standing Installation Kit

The Free standing fire box surround allows all the
Christo units to be installed without the need to build
a purpose built non combustible enclosure. The free
standing version will be more suitable for some homes
and can save on installation cost. The free standing
firebox is available in a range of designer colours to
suit specific colour schemes if required.

Enjoy the ambience of a real log fire through the
extravagantly large glass door or when the occasion
calls, simply lift away the special double acting door
to reveal the charm and atmosphere of the flickering
flames of a real open fire.
Your house will become a home with the wonderful
rich warmth that only the luxury of wood fire heating
can provide.
This combined with the cost savings gained
through the burning of natural renewable fire wood
- an important consideration with renewable energy
playing such a vital role in today’s world. It is worth
noting that fire wood is also considered to be green
house neutral.
The Christo is as much at home in a formal living room
as it is in a utility family room, and with changing
lifestyles, they are also now being installed in many
alfresco areas to make these semi outdoor living areas
comfortable throughout the entire year. The imposing
appearance and enormous heating potential is well
suited to any area requiring large heating ability.
The Christo has the potential of providing the highest
heat output of any heater and can warm up to 400
square metres of living area.The large capacity firebox
not only provides for generous heat output but also
allows for extended burn times between refuelling an important consideration with todays busy lifestyle.

Easy Operation and Cleaning

The Christo has easily accessible air controls which
allows combustion air to enter the fire from different
directions giving even combustion throughout the
firebox. *The air controls are available in a chrome or
black finish. The Christo has an ash tray fitted to allow
for easy removal of ash while still maintaining the
benefits of an ash bed heating system. A fire poker
and multi-purpose tool is also provided to allow for
easy operation of the unit.

Cooking with Wood
For those who appreciate
the delights of wood fired
roast, pizzas and bread or
just want billy tea or brewed
coffee all Christo’s can be
optioned with a “cooking
crane” and accessories
to make the Christo truly
the most versatile heating
appliance on the market.

Fan Forced Option:

All Christo’s including the Free Standing & Inbuilt Units
can be optioned with a Thermostatically Controlled Fan
OR

Christo Ducted Heating

Because of the Christo’s versatile design, the unit
can be installed to provide not only rich radiant slow
combustion heat into the room in which it is located
but where the installation allows the Christo can
provide ducted heating to other areas of the home.
Control
Unit

Ducted Hot Air Central Heating with the

Christo Ducted Installation Kit

The fully integrated, automatically controlled ducting
installation kit utilises the huge heating potential of the
Christo. The hot air ducting system delivers heat from
the Christo directly to other areas to give a more even
temperature throughout the home or deliver heat to
areas which are difficult to reach. The delivery of the
heat is controlled thermostatically.

Christo - Heater only fire place insert
(standard door)
The standard Christo has a single acting glass firebox
door which opens like any standard heater door to
allow for refuelling and tending of the fire. The firebox
door is designed with its own air inlets to help the door
burn clean and extend the time between cleaning.

Christo - Heater/open fire place insert with
open fire place option (double acting fire box door)

This Christo combines all the features of the standard
“grand” heater with the option of using the unit as an
open fire when entertaining or for those quiet romantic
evenings when the charm and crackle of an open fire
adds just the right ambience.
The door not only works as a standard fire box door
but also unclips so that the door and the door frame
lifts up and disappears behind the fascia revealing the
entire firebox as a warm glowing open fire.

Christo Duo

(two sided unit)

The Christo Duo is a double sided heater which has two huge
glass doors and is ideally suited for installation between two
rooms or as a central feature within a room. The Duo comes
with a standard single acting door on one side and a double
acting door (for open fire effect) on the other side. The Christo
Duo provides large space heating into the room or rooms in
which it is installed. The unit has air controls on both sides
and so can be refuelled and controlled from either side. The
Christo Duo is also available with two standard single acting
doors if the open fire effect is not required.

Christo Hot Water Wet Back
The Christo can be
factory fitted with a 5 kwt
or 8 kwt hot water jacket
to boost domestic hot
water storage systems.
The 8 kwt boiler will
provide enough hot
water for the largest
family or alternatively
may be employed to
provide both domestic
hot water and to run
a heated towel rail in
the bath room or small
hydronic radiator.

Heat your Hot Water while you warm your home
As with all dynamic series heating and cooking
appliances they can be successfully combined with
“Solar-Mio” efficient, reliable, cost effective solar hot
water systems to provide additional hot water free
from the sun, which can be combined with the wet back to
supply piping hot water for the family’s needs.

The Christo is surely the pinnacle of natural wood fired heating.
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